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Article abstract
In the broad debate conceming the construction of a more or less
homogeneous Quebec culture, the north-western region
(Abitibi-Temiscamingue) presents some original aspects. It is not a question of
doubting its belonging to Quebec as a whole, but rather of defining its
particular forms of attachment. Abitibi-Temiscamingue had in its pioneering
stage a hybrid, mixed profile characterized by its proximity to
English-speaking Ontario and the ethnic deversity of its founding populations.
Even though there are many links with southern Quebec, the region has from
the outset had problems of communication with the rest of Quebec. This
distance and the feeling of remoteness that is still typically present in the
minds of the region's residents is thus not purely symbolic; it has taken root
through a gradual evolution of the physical attachment to the rest of Quebec.
The examination of certain characteristics of sociocultural life during the
pioneering period and a summary analysis of recent cultural production allow
the author to underline the particular dynamic of the cultural landscape of the
northwestern part of Quebec and its contributions to Quebec's cultural life.
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